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The UK Gambling Commission is asking its licensees to submit data on what their sister companies
might be up to in other markets, as part of its mission to “keep crime out of gambling”.

The commission, overseer of the world’s largest regulated online gambling market, is seeking data on
what revenue parts of a larger group might be generating in grey or other markets.

The regulators have said they are concerned about the “legality of funding or liquidity” to licensees from
other group companies trading outside the UK, according to a set of responses to a regulatory data
consultation.

“Revenues generated in ‘grey’ markets could be used to gain a commercial advantage in Great Britain,
for example, by funding marketing spend in Great Britain,” the commission wrote.

The requirement may force operators to submit new details of which markets they are actively targeting,
and assurances they are not breaking other countries’ gambling laws.

Since 2014, licensees have been asked to explain  how their business in other countries is not illegal,
where that business represented more than 3 percent of total revenue.

But the actual number of notifications may have been small, since most operators have only licensed a
UK-facing unit that does 100 percent of its business in the UK, said Chris Elliott, a lawyer with London-
based Wiggin.

“The commission is painting it as a slight change, but it is a broadening of the notification requirements,”
he said.

The disclosure requirements make it clear that “demonstrating a coherent risk rationale is an ongoing
obligation”, according to Wiggin.  

The change will close a loophole and “will create a dilemma for some operators who have to date relied
on the limited extent of information required by the commission about sister companies' operations in
other jurisdictions”, said David Clifton of London-based Clifton Davies Consultancy.

“I fully expect that what does or does not constitute a 'group company' will be coming under the
microscope, as too will the legal justifications for doing business in grey markets,” he said.

"For customer protection and AML purposes, regulators need to better understand their licensees'
global business model,” said Phill Brear, the Gibraltar gambling commissioner. “More data is the future.”
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The requirement might help the UK “'tidy up' the back yard of UK licensees with little or no UK custom”,
he said.

Until now, only the UK’s licensees have had to submit data on revenue generated in other jurisdictions,
once they constituted at least 3 percent of total revenue. Smaller companies need only report when
they exceed 10 percent of total revenue.

But changes taking effect in April 2018 will call for both a total group — licensed and unlicensed
portions included — to supply revenue data.

The goal is to “keep crime out of gambling, which drives our concern around the legality of funding or
liquidity to our licensees from other group companies trading in other jurisdictions”, the commission
wrote in its consultation report. 

The commission said that six of 15 respondents disagreed with its position, with some arguing that “this
situation would create uncertainty where its stated aim was to reduce uncertainty”.

Only the UK and New Jersey’s Division of Gaming Enforcement  have publicly required companies to
disclose legal rationales for operating in dot.com and other markets, according to Wiggin.

“Questions will continue to be raised as to whether the commission should be concerned with the
business of entities which are not directly within their regulatory purview,” the lawyers wrote in a blog.

The commission also plans to start collecting data on esports revenue, also by next April.

“Betting on esports presents risks that need to be managed in a similar way to other forms of betting
and gaming, including the risk of cheating and match-fixing and the risk that people will gamble
excessively,” the report said.

“We expect operators offering markets on esports to manage the risks, including the risk that children
and young people may try to bet on such events given the popularity of esports with children and young
people.”

The Esports Integrity Coalition said on Friday that it has signed an information-sharing agreement with
the Gambling Commission to help detect and prevent betting integrity-related corruption and fraud.

In March, the group signed a similar agreement with the Nevada Gaming Control Board. 

The commission will also start collecting separate data on revenue for self-service betting terminals, as
it tries to get a handle on growth in the bookmaking industry.

It will also ask licensees to report the number of times in which customers set time and spending limits.
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